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SOB SS-4™
NIJ LEVEL 4 SHIELD AND CARRY SYSTEM

LEVEL
IV

Ballistic Options (NIJ 0108.01 Standard)
Level 3-Plus (7.62x39mm MSC 123 gr, 5.56x45mm M855 62 gr)
Level 4  (.30 CAL AP M2 7.62x63mm 166 gr)

Dimensions
Shield Only: 24” W x 48” H
System Height: 50.5“
Carrier Width: 28.25”
Wheel Diameter: 8”

Weight
 Level 3-Plus  Level 4
Shield Only:  60 lbs (27 kg)  96 lbs (44 kg)
Wheeled Carrier:  65 lbs (30 kg)  65 lbs (30 kg)
Shield + Carrier:  125 lbs (57 kg)  161 lbs (74 kg)

Optional Features
Foxfury Taker B70 Shield Light
Foxfury Taker B50 Shield Light
Gun Port

Total Armor Area
8 Square Feet

Standard signage is “POLICE” unless otherwise specified when ordering
Finish: Black Polyurea with Matte Black & Zinc Plated Hardware

NIJ Level 4 shields are heavy, that’s a fact, but sometimes we simply need the added ballistic 
protection that body armor and lightweight shields just cannot provide. The SS-4™ Shield 
and Carry System by Special Ops Bunker incorporates a multi-hit NIJ Level 4 rated shield 
into a simple carry system that results in a mobile, versatile, freestanding defensive position.

Operation is simple; the shield slides into the rails on the carry system where it is held  
securely. The shield can be quickly removed and used separate from the carry system in 
various configurations as needed. The carry system features wheels with locking swivels, 
allowing for easy steering and side-to-side movement as well; it also folds down for more 
convenient storage.

The shield is constructed of advanced ceramic armor that minimizes weight while offering 
durability and multi-hit capability. As with all SOB defense systems, the viewport and bolt 
faces are certified to the same ballistic rating as the surrounding armor. The shield comes 
standard with a tri-grip style handle, lighting is optional. Wheels, axles, and run-flat tires can 
also withstand multiple gunshots.

We also offer the shield in a NIJ Level 3-Plus option for those looking to reduce weight  
by a few pounds.


